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Annex 2: flow chart for admission  
of a pupil through fair access 
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AfC (RBWM) admissions officer assesses 
application as Fair Access 

School admissions officer assesses application as 
Fair Access 

In-year application received by AfC (RBWM)  
In-year application received by  
own admitting authority school 

Inclusion and access officer compiles FAP1 report, emails all supporting documents five days before the panel.  
If appropriate, the Inclusion and access manager will discuss a case with a potential school prior to the meeting.  

At the panel, the FAP1 form and documents will be presented by the inclusion and access manager.  All panel 
members will have the opportunity to ask any further questions. A discussion will take place around equitable 

allocation. Panel members will discuss which setting would be most appropriate and a final decision will be made.  

The allocated school admits the child within five 
school days unless the panel has agreed a later 

start date in order for appropriate support to be 
put in place. Inclusion and access Officer will 

attend the reintegration meeting with the young 
person and parent or carer.  

 

If funding was agreed in principle at the panel, the allocated school will submit a funding request 
form to the inclusion and access manager and independent chair. 

If funding was not agreed in principle but a school would like to later request funding, the school 
must complete a funding request form which will be sent to the inclusion and access manager 

who will send it out to panel members to agree.  

Schools will put in place support for all children who have been allocated a school place via the fair access 
panel and regularly updates will be provided. Where funding has been agreed, schools should keep a 

progress record to demonstrate the use of the funding when requested.  

Admissions officer passes to inclusion and access manager 
who determines case meets criteria 

Inclusion and access manager makes contact with family and gathers supporting 
information from previous school and multi-agency professionals  

In the event that a decision has not been reached at panel, the DFE and AFC data sets will be used to support 
allocation decisions eg, distance to school, existing FA allocations and number of permanent exclusions.  

All schools will be subject to the voting process. A quorate of four schools minimum is required  
(the independent chair and inclusion and access manager do not vote). 

If a school refuse to admit a child where it has 
been agreed at panel, the local authority can 

direct a maintained school and will refer the case 
to the Secretary of State for Academies and Free 

Schools 
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